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lLv invention relates to improvements in pan 
tographic scanning, and‘ it more especially con 
sists of the features pointed out in the claims. 
The purpose of my invention .is to provide a 

5 scanning-device which is operable in any direc 
tion on a given plane; which prevents errors such 
as over-running; that allows the most intricate 

' subjects to be scanned; that permits a variable 
speed of scanning under the manipulation by the 

X0 operator in contrast to a ?xed speed when exact 
linear scanning on adjacent paths of travel is 
used; that may also combine the remote control 
of another pantograph by-means of right angled 
components similar to the well known telauto 

15 graph; that permits of any desired type 01 record- _ 
ing means or control of other mechanisms; that 
may use -a supplemental recording means to si 
multaneously make a record of the thing which 
is being formed or} duplicated; that utilizes a 

20 light sensitive cell associated with amplifying 
means having a power output adapted to control 
any desired form of power machinery by relay or 
pneumatic action or other means; that will con 
trol the direction of power machinery to do lathe 
work, pottery making, stamping or cutting or 
drilling, or shaping metals by blow torch action; 
that may accomplish these and other related 
purposes from original drawings of the artist or 
engineer, thus eliminating the use of patterns 
or templets; that in its broadest aspect, coma 
prises the control of reproducing or producing 
tools by means of a photo electric cell adapted 
to scan an engineer's or artist's drawing made 
in black and white lines; and that may also con 
trol any form of movable stop, trigger or valve to 
operate a paint gun, air brush, etc., etc. The 
present invention is an improvement on the op- . 
tical scanning system disclosed in Patent No. 
1,719,621 of July 2, 1929. _ 
With these and other ends in view, 1 illustrate 

in the accompanying drawing such instances of 
adaptation as will disclose the broad underlying 
features 0! my invention without limiting myself 
to the speci?c details shown thereon and de 
scribed herein. 
Figure 1 is a diagrammatic perspective in 

stancing one of many di?ei'ent kinds of adapta 
tions. . 

Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic view of a motor driven 
drill control. 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged diagrammatic view of a 
magnetic torch control. v . 
‘ ‘Fig. 4 is a diagrammatic view of a hammer 

' =-- “ tic view 01 an optical 

scanning system associated with a reproducer 
working in clay. ‘ ' 

In practicing my invention I may use whatever 
alternatives or equivalents of structure that the 
exigencies of varying conditions may demand 60, 
without departing from the broad spirit oi! the 
invention. , 

Any desired type of pantograph 1 or other me 
chanical movement may be used. In the panto 
graph instanced, one arm ‘is fastened piv tally to 65 
a support 2. At one corner 3 of the p, allelo 
gram formed by four of the cooperating bars of 
the pantigraph a source of light 9 is located. This 
comprises an optical system which concentrates 
the light upon a small area of an adjacently 7° 
placed subject 5. The illumination is picked up 
by a photoelectric light sensitive cell '7 and suit 
ably ampli?edby the circuit 10 so as to control a 
reproducing or recording device which is posi 
tioned at the extreme end 4 of the last panti 
graph arm. 

It is immaterial whether the scanning of a 
delineative subject by the light sensitive cell '1 
acts‘ upon a control mechanism for producing a 
physical replica such as a drill 1'1, operated'by a 
motor 12, an electrically controlled acetylene 
torch l3, a'proilling cutter, a routing cutter, a 
punch or hammer 14, ' etc., regardless of the 
speci?c uses to which these various implements 
may be put. ' 
As is well known the interconnected arms of a 

pantograph may be adjusted in respect of each 
other to enlarge or reduce as desired. Whatever 
is being copied in facsimile, or otherwise; the 
reproduction 6 may be an enlargement or a reduc 
tion. ' ' 

Applicant is aware that pantographs having 
an acetylene torch at one of its extremities, and 
a tracing wheel secured to another part of the 
pivotally connected bars, have been used to du 
plicate parts by manually causing the tracing 
wheel to follow the outline of a master pattern or 
templet, the accuracy of the result being en 
tirely dependent upon the care exercised by the 
operator. ’With my system the personal equa 
tion of the operator is eliminated because the 
optical scanner '7 takes the place of a mechanical 
tracer used heretofore. The scanning may vbe 
done at any angle across the pattern or subject. 
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other than that indicated by 11. When a dark 
portion of the design or pattern is scanned by 
the optical system, the ‘recording or reproducing 
mechanism will be operated. 
In the operation of a drill it is obvious that no 

when the scanner is opposite a center mark on the 
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- paths of straight line travel. 

2 . 

drawing',thedrillwlllbepressedintcitsworkby 
the _power output of the amplifying system 10 
against the reverle pull of a spring. when it 
is desired to withdraw the drill or other tool from 
its work without moving the articulated arm, it 
is'only necessary to slip a white card beneath the 
scanner.‘ The direction of movement of what 
ever tool is being operated, in respect of a black 
lineofthedrawingcrawhitespace ofthed'raw 
ing, may be controlled by means of arrv well 
known conventional relay connected in the out 
put of the circuit 10. _ 

It will be noted that if a routing cutter is used 
instead of the drill 1'1, it'will follow whatever 
contour or shape may be given to a black line on 
the drawing. In moving the scanner along the 
line, if it starts the least bit to the right or left of 
the line the router will be withdrawn from the 
work, thus preventing over-running. The con 
trol referred to is also applicable to any of the 
other tools or appliances heretofore mentioned, 
whether any of such tools be electrically or pneu 
matically operated under the direction of the 
photo electric cell. 
In Figs. 1 and 3, the conventional blow torch 

‘pointed ?ame is indicated at 8. The illustration 
in Fig. 5 shows an adaptation of the system to 
pottery working, wherein the shaping of the 
clay cylinder 16 is done by the tool 15 under the 
direction drawing 5 acting through the photo 
electric cell 7. 
With my system an increase of speed issecured, 

by reason of the fact that in crossing large open 
spaces the scanner and reproducer can both be 
moved rapidly, and only slowly. or entirely 
stopped at the crossing of a line. This cannot 
be done wherever a ?xed lineal speed of scan 
ning is used in recurring adjacently positioned 

Should it be de 
sired to preserve a copy of an outline of the work 
being done, a record sheet 18 may be acted upon 
at any cooperating point of the pantograph. In 
Fig. 3 the tube 8' may be used to supply acety 
lene gas or air to operate whatever device may 
be attached . > _ ' ‘ ' 

What I claim is: 
1. In a universal scanning device, an articu 

lated system of interconnected arms in adjustable 
pivotal relation to each other, a support on one 

' of the arms for a light sensitive tracing media 
> adapted, to follow a path de?ned by contrast of 
light re?ections of a givensurface, a device posi 
tioned on another arm of the system including 
means to reproduce said path upon another‘ sur 
face, and means to'render the reproducing means 
inoperative upon departure of the tracing media 
from said path in a direction parallel tothe plane 
of said path. . v . ‘ 

2. A“ universal scanning device, comprising a 
pantograph having a plurality of pivotally inter-_ 

‘ 1,988,908 
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connected arms, a light sensitive tracing device 
adapted to follow a _ ‘ 

light re?ection of a given surface positioned on 
one arm, a responsive device including means‘to 
reproduce said path upon another surface, and 
means to render the reproducing means inopera 
tive upon departure of the tracing device from 
said path in a directlon'parallel to the plane of 
said path. ' 

3. A universal scanning device, a 
pantograph for reproducing an illuminated sub 

pathde?nedbycontrastof' 

ject, a light sensitive scanner positioned ad- ‘ 
jacent the subject adapted to follow a path de 
?ned by contrast of light re?ection from the 
subject, a responsive device including means to 
reproduce said path on a receiving surface, and 
means for rendering the reproducing means in 
operative upon a departure of the scanning de 
vice from said path in a direction, parallel to the 
plane of said path. - - 1 

4. An optical scanning system comprising a 
plurality of pivotally interconnected arms, means 
for adjusting the relation of said arms to each 
other, means for permanently pivoting one of 
said arms, a light sensitive scanning device posi 
tioned on the arms at one point, said device be 
ing adapted to follow a path de?ned by contrast 
of light re?ection from a subject on a given sur 
face, a responsive device including means to re 
produce said path upon another surface, and 
means to render the reproducing means inopera 
tive when the scanning device departs from said 
path in a direction parallel to the plane of said 
path. 

5. An optical scanning system comprising 
means for scanning a suitable subject said means 
being adapted to follow a path de?ned by con 
trast of light're?ected from the'subject, a photo-y 
electric device rmponsive to the scanning means, 
means responsive to the photo-electric device for 
reproducing ‘the scanned subject, and means for 
rendering the reproducing device inoperative 
when the scanning means departs from the path 
of‘ the subject which is being scanned in a di-' 
rection parallel to the plane of said path. 

6.‘ An industrial scanning system comprising a 
photo-electric scanning cell adapted to follow 
a path de?ned by contrast of light re?ection 
from a given subject, an ‘amplifying system, a 
responsive device. controlled by the scanner 
through the amplifying'system for reproducing 
the scanned subject, means for simultaneously 
moving the scanner and the responsive device 
parallel to one plane and the responsive device 
parallel to another plane, and means for render 
ing the reproducing means inoperative upon a 
departure from the path being scanned by the 
scanning cell inadirection parallel to the plane 
of said path. 

- _ - WALTER HOWEY. 
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